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Executive Summary

The subject of tne research reported here is the numerical simulation of hypersonic

* turbulent flow from first principles utilizing the full time-dependent compressible flow

Navier-Stokes equations. The objective of this Phase I SBJR project was to demonstrate

the feasibility of using such a mathematical formulation to expose the essential physics

of turbulence unique to hypersonic flow. Motivation for proposing this project was derived

from intense interest by the U.S. Air Force in the TAV and NASP programs, as well as

on-going work jn hyperveJocity projectiles. Research which is currently being carried out

by The Hokenson Company in this last area for AFATL/MNG, Eglin AFB has guided the

configuiration of the fiowfield which was simulated during Phase I.

* The viscous and heat conducting flow of a perfect gas along right circular cylinder whose

axis was aligned with the undisturbed upstream flow was computed over a range of free-

stream Mach numbers from 1.4 through 6.3. The cylinder could be rotated about its axis

• so as to establisn a mean velocity field with three components, albeit axisymmetric.

Without rotation, the boundary layer mean flow was two-dimensional in the conventional

sense. The upstream boundary condition was specified in a unique way so as not to intro-

duce excessive numerical 'noise' into the simulation. The techn.que developed herein

was to allow the (axial and azimuthal) flow to 'transition' from full velocity slip at the

wail to zero slip over a finite number of axial grid points. This allowed the boundary

( layer to develop naturally without generating the huge disturbances that are computed

if the upstream uniform flow abruptly encounters a zero slip surface. This tactic also

significantly reduced the time and costs associated with so!ving the entire upstream flow

(bow shock, stagnation region, transonic region, etc.) associated with a particular fore-

body geometry, which was not the focus of this brier research effort.

( -1.-



In this manner, supersonic and hypersonic flowfieids which were exceptionally quiet

were computed. For even very large Reynolds numbers, the initial numerical noise level

was so low that the spatial-temporal instability growth envelope forced unacceptably

long computational times. Therefore, the computed boundary layer flow was excited

artificially with an harmonic disturbance on the surface of the cylinder at several grid

points well upstream of the observation location. Both (temporally) periodic heating and

cooling as well as suction and blowing were studied, the latter being adopted for presen-

tation here over the range of Mach numbers of interest. During Phase 11 various ambient

noise models shall be added to the simulation for more natural excitation.

Numerical simulations of the entire flowfield were carried out for a single value of the

wall mass transfer disturbance magnitude (equal to 1% of the freestream mass flux) and

various freQuencies relative to that associated with the viscous flow length and time

scales. The results indicate a distinct Mach number effect when the azimuthal vorticity,

entropy and pressure fluctuations are observed. In the supersonic flow regime the viscous

and inviscid disturbance flowfields are fully-coupled, with the entropy fluctuations pro-

pagating well beyond the location where the vorticity fluctuations terminate. This is

reminiscent of the wavelets observed experimentally emanating from TBL structures.

At higher Mach numbers, the entropy fluctuations also extend beyond the vorticity fluc-

tuations but do not encompass the entire inviscid flow. Instead, a multiple layer picture

ampears in which two boundary layer edges may be defined relative to the vorticity and

entropy fluctuations.

As a result of this work, the feasibility of using first principle numerical simulations

of hypersonic turbulence to expose the unique physics of a boundary layer flow has been

demonstrated. In adot'n, it is likely that the results of such computations could also

-2-



* be useful for developing more compact engineering representations of the turbulent

transport processes. Based on intense Air Force interest in the aforementional projectile

and aerospace vehicle projects, it is clear that an extensive computational study carried

out in a 6.1 Phase Ii SBIR effort would produce information and data that could be tran-

sitioned rapidly for use in various 6.2 programs and beyond.

-3-



Discussion

Introduction

During the past few years the resurgence of research activity in the field of hypersonics

has been motivated by U.S. Air Force interest in the TAV and NASP program, as well

as various high speed projectile/missile applications. Based on extensive experimental

studies, the space shuttle was developed more than a decade ago without a satisfactory

comprehensive theoretical formulation for the turbulent transport processes. Instead, a

patchwork ouilt of semi-empirical analyses were tuned to the available data in order to

predict full-scale heat transfer, drag, separation, etc. Unfortunately, in the intervening

years between the shuttle R&D and the current hypersonic flow programs, breakthroughs

in the understanding of turbulent shear flow structure have so far been focused in the

lower speed flow regimes. As a consequence, the accurate prediction of heat transfer

rates, for example, in turbulent hypersonic flows is still essentially an art form guided

by the available data. Numerical predictions of the time-averaged flow is carried out

within the context of modeling principles known to be generally valid only in quite diffe-

rent Mach number regimes. Relative to the knowledge of turbulent structure physics in

lower speed flows, where transport models can be relatively successful, our understanding

of the detailed processes in hypersonic shear flows is indeed minimal.

For incompressible shear flows, numerical simulations are now being used to predict the

detailed vortical dynamics in turbulent structures. This is important not only in and of

itself to understand nature and have the ability to predict chaotic flows from first prin-

ciples, but also in providing a basis for developing representations of various fluctuation

correlations in time-averaged flow transport models. In supersonic flow, experimental

-4-



data regarding the detailed temporally- and spatially-resolved structure of turbulent

vorticity, entropy and pressure fluctuations is orders of magnitude less tnan that avail-

able in incompressible flow. In addition, first principle computation of such phenomena

is in its infancy, whereas the prediction of time-averaged flow using various semi-empiri-

cal models has been in high gear for decades. The success which such an approach has

enjoyed rests on the abundance of time-averaged data with which models can be 'tuned'

as well as the apparently simple structure of at least the small amplitude disturbances,

as first exposed by Kovasznay and his co-workers:

-I
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WEAKLY NON-LINEAR FLUCTUATION MODEL DUE TO KOVASZNAY

(b~'bI)- = , s)

63 4P2 S(w, P, 5,)

0 2 6P 3a- 4 ,v2 P n fl u, P, S)

Sound source Vorticity source Entropy source

steepening' and
self-wsAttering'

Sound-sound ax, ixi O(alf)
-f a V'(P.) +

+ Y- 1  a '

*generation' self-convection'
Vorticity.-voruicfry ^'v 0 , V Qj) + ~b e 8il + ill 10)

9z, ix o x

Entropy-entropy 0offa'e) O(al 6) OWC')

scattering' vorticity convection
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The utility of dilitation as a variable, in lieu of entropy, has been exploited by the

Principal Investigator in previous research. The enclosed paper indicates that the struc-

ture of non-linear fluctuations, such as those encountered in hypersonic flow, may be

more readily understood when diiatation is selected.

(
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Dilatation wave,'soliton dynamics in variable density flows
Gustave Hokenso"n

Received 24.Juix 19%l. accepted for pubh.iatiorn 5 JanuarN 1982,

The dvnaric\, of dilatation has been mnsestucated for -ariable densit.% flo~s --hi-h exhibit a
temora e~Olui~iar chracerIn lieu of decomposing the conservation of mass equation

aprorpriate b tritxnifscinopesbefos and utilizing di. u = 0 to genierate a
Poisson ,press..oe equatio)n.the clo) ure re1!ti"smaW idix u- was used. This suggests an
approxiniat d- ornpositior. of the dix. u gkoerning equation into a steady elliptic pressure
ea'uation and a.i t-detpenderit equation f(:, no'iacou.-stic waves which goverrns di-, u herein

aenotedbx ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / e12- l3! .,-[i fd'2-14R;i.rp/.d2&x 2
u tilizing .h:: exact equation!s of con tin u t \and momentum. The solution of this i "N orticity-like",
equaition provides, information on ho" an initial]% small div u field evokses. frequently into a
s.oitar\ wiave. Sho-uld the dilatation remain "smnall." rather than be (nonphysizallyi forced equal
to zero. the full conser ation relations may be utilized. Howkever. if di% u grows large. the elliptic
pressure equation I*, Inconsistent with the untampered g,:)erning equations. The motivation for
thi, approach is to provide astructuet ethtn which: i small diffusviomrsibility effects
maN be studied. 2the: sigife.ance of div u physics. in flows which are traditionalls treated as
approximnatels aiiatation free. may be anial-xzed. and :3. exolutionary pressure transport
formalisms max bt de% ioe and c a luated for computational efficiency /accuracy ani the W
inclusion of' iur-i1tnear acoustic: waves.

PAC$ nurnber, 1- 10. - g. 4-.3G s. 47.55.Ha

INRDCINcompressible/nondiffusi% c model would require
Flui t.xs>w h~h re pp'o~r'auoncopiesibe fl = P., 0 a,, a requisite auxiliary relationship on the basis

an r~ ifui eaeotnnl z cmputed utilizing a of boundedness alone. Howev er, imposingticosrntn

deco,1mr'o-sed coi.ser ation of mass equation Dii Dtn !- and. slightly diff usi e /compressible flows has a signific ant effect
therefore. 11-0 [see Eq -%I i. Appendix] This allows the on the mathematical structure and the physics which it re-

)Qrming st-cmr of equations tu be closed, Independent of flects. am indicated by Eq. I i.
dea~ing wvit h the equauons of state ana thermod',narntcs. In the context of Dpi>Dt=-. utilization of the full con-

Inl th: context. inopesbemeans that the equation servation relations to solse for an evolutionary D field is.
of St.Alv. te.z . 'r pi TS , is independent of pressure and therefore, apparently a delicate matter which is the focus of
relaite' thc fluid denity p.tohe loca! thermodynamic tern- this \Aork. The sensitivity of its mathematical structurean
peiaturt. T. and satu hmclspecies constituents,. S . Eq. 'l itself are reminiscent of the sorticit% transport/

~ h ten nnd~futscmd-c aestha, rlatveto iacoscp- stretchitig equation In fact, the symbol 12 was chosen to
ic fl-,.fic-id entscb.the scale,, characteristic of molecu- represent di,. u precisely to emphasize the i - character as W
lur trans.port. i~ser typical floA ties. are negligible and, convention ally d oes for vortic-ity (curl u!. For homogeneous
therefore, DT/DizU' D.S ID,. ClearlN. that implies flow,. \orticity is typically generated locally. e.g.. at solid
DpIL)t_.Oand, fro~mEq Ahr.P-20. boundaries, shock wave intersections. etc ,and diffuses/con-

The arguments required toestablish DS /Dtz-0 involve vects into adjacent, nearly irrotational regions Similarly, V
onix smnall transport coeffkenits and zero species production the div u field equation serves the variable density flow by
via chemical rcacncon How, ev er. DTc/Dr2J, onls if heat and representing the generation of dilatation in certain diffusive.,

momirrentum,, trans rt cecrtsare smnall and it is assumied compressible "boundary layers" in space/time and its subse-
a -)-,n that huoN an,:% and pressure %kork s,,negligible J(). quent influence on neighboring. nearly)\ dilatation-free flow.
A cnttriDc. D:zJf2 fnurdation is thus, estab7hshed Such "boundary layers" might arise due to the presence of

A4 compiernentar\ ;i f %e,.% inz this traditional equi- large gradients near sources of heat and chemical species. -

tior. ccn :p--,..str,. A hich rel.Ates to subsequent dl:scus~ions. The associated vorticity production term in nonhomogen-
insolves d:fferentiirat n Eq.. A',' resulting in eous flow. r'p >'7'p . IS also active in these dilatation

D~i boundary layers

D,, EQUATION DEVELOPMENT
xhtregt- D .. LDt - A, -(,rding lo Eq h, if,\= 0 el.ac:tly, In order to expose the "'orticity-like" role which di\s u
hx irte of th;e af :me'ti.d a, umrptc'ns. 0 m iluil may play in both the phYi sics and computational treatment of

c.nrrrnowuld be tti~inta'red for all time Howexer. 'in rotational, s ariable densits flows, the followAIng formulation
a-,ru~ si!il ir..t il ii altiton anomil 11, approacnes -Aas developed. It is intended, initially, to illuminate the

7. as fit..in cnxtdcoordinates A striLts in- unique features of dilatational dynamics and. subsequently.

3461 J Apr' P ,ys 53f5) May '982 00o '9 82a 053461 -08502 40 c 1982 Amertzan institute of Physics 3461



to provide a framework within which the accuracy and gen- To make this development more precise, various formal ex-
erality of the analysis may be increased. pansions of Eq. 121 are possible However. for the purposes of

Combining the governing equation, of motion' (All this work. the following heuristic approach is sufficient
and A2t. subsequent differentiation and summing leads to Consider Eq (21 in tne representational forn2
the following exact expression for !2: dP2 / -1-'3t = .where c is the error arising from the fat

,312 d u. -2 .2 that Eq. 131 is not satisfied exactly [in Eq 12)]. It is assumed
-U -_-u - that (is small and R in Eq. ;21 is expanded in the form

3r ax. x +dxJx .1"2 = f), -v c2- +- H.O.T. Tc first order. Eq 4 is retained
9.p _3 Inp dp 4s which essentially filters out all nonlinear acoustic aspects of

dxx9x, 6x, 3 dilatation wave propagation.
"-21 dlnp{ 2 Iu 312 O._To reiterate, Eq. 4 is a consequence of solving the un-

> ,- dxx -3 - x," I2G tampered conservation of mass and momentum equations in
Xa x, 3 coniunction with an elliptic pressure field relation In gener-

where the summation convention is assumed Tne tradition- al, Eq. 41 need nut be solved since its onlh function is to serse
al incompressible/nondiffusive model W = 0! of variable as an .0 growth monitor. However, the .2 characteristics
density flows reduces Eq. (21 to may be assessed, to a considerable extent independent of spe-

a3 p (I In p) dp cific flowfield details, by analyzing the solutions of Eq. 14,.

axx --,ax ax, Due to nonzero initial/boundary conditions, 12 will ex-

,3u, u /3 In p hibit some evolutionary behavior. If it maintains a "relative-
- P,, , " 13l ly small" value, the solution of the governing equations will

dd, dx dremain faithful to the untampered conservation relations.

Note that setting-12 = 0. in lieu of a small value, has dramatic However, if f2 grows (nonphysicallyi, the formulation for
consequences on the mathematical structure of Eq. 121, con- pressure expressed in Eq. 13) is inconsistent with the small .2
veting an evolutiunary equation into an elliptic equation in closure model, at least in the context of the full conservation
space. This structure is consistent with the physical interpre- relations, and an alternate pressure formulation is required.
tation of infinite signal propagation speed in dilatation-free
flows. In addition. Eq. 13 i displays explicit flow nonuniform- ANALYSIS
ity effects l3 In p/dx I which modify the classical Poisson In order to examine the characteristic behavior of Eq.
pressure equation by introducing pressure gradient and vis- (4), consider a one spatial dimension case for which u-uo as
cous terms, "weighted" by the density variation. x- - o. The ensuing expression may be nondimensiona-

In lieu of dealing with a precise, yet inexact, closure lized according to Eqs. (A3), resulting in
relation :2 = 0: and decomposing conservation of mass into
approximato equations, it is of interest to investigate an alter- - _ I+ ffidi - _1In5 &12
nate, imprecise. closure technique in the context of the exact 39r 4 Re di d'i
conservation of mas3 relation. As will be shown, the effect of a Ii, 1 32fi (5)

."small 2 " closure is to suggest the decomposition of Eq. (21 Re Oi 2
instead of iA I. The stability and faithfulness to the "small Initially, it is ofinterest to consider the solutions to Eq. 5) for
2 - assumption of this approach is the subject of this study. various limiting cases. Note that a uniform 12 field varies

Realizing that f2 = 0 is often a relatively weak assump- according to
lion in %ariable density flows, the sum of allQl terms in Eq. 12) dO
is estimated to be of order c, where c-cu/L ); and lu/L i, ' is -=f1 (6)
a characteristic macroscopic flowfield time scale. The feasi- dr

bility of retaining Eq. !3j. along with the untampered govern- and, as with Eq. (1), approaches w as f---l. Similarly, a
ing conservation equation of mass and momentum is nonuniform.6field evolvesaccordingto Eq. (6)as Re--., in
in.estigated characteristic coordinates defined by

Note that the essence of this argument is identical to I f _ln_

that previousl, used to decompose the conservation of mass di/dr =-K1 J di - -( 7)

equation according to DIn p/Dt = c and P = - c. where R &i

c = 0 is implemented after evaluating the smallness of
D In p/Dt from the equations of state, thermodynamics, and At least for these limits, the linearized solutions moti-
species In the present case. each group of terms, namely ated by situations where 12,.<l degenerate into solutions of

n the form 12 = D, Considering the fact that arbitrarily small
thosevalues of.2become unbounded for sufficiently large -, these
Eq :, js smai and subsequentl set equal to zero. The con- solutions are of trivial importance in the assessment of the
sequence of this closure approximation is to estabhish 20o -

erning equations [Eqs Alj, iA2 . h3i] hch 'imph,it.> force limitations of the "small 12" closure model proposed here

12 to .ar aJLcording tc For cases with finite Reynolds number. the hnearized
version of Eq. (51 becomes

(*rf 4-1 ci 3?:22 -

-4 3 .k ) ax, 3 x, dxI, (9r Re ...-.

34F,2 J Appi Phys. 'Vol 53 No 5 May 1982 Gustave Hokenson 3462
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where c- - I - 3 In /./4 Rei. In this case the .9 solu- the primes) approach zero as i and i-- t oc.

tion takes the form e', , e' ' so that the solution Equation 114) may be integrated twice to provide

simply diffuses relative to the curve.i - c_,.12 = 0. However. f15
sufficiently large Reynolds numbers invalidate the viscous Re 2 =A-17 -l+25 5

inearization. even for small w.1, with the behavior indicated where ). and t, are constants of integration. Applying the
by Eq. 16 taking over in either the intrinsic or characteristic boundary conditions onfto Eq. 1151 results in
coordinate system. Thereforc. simultaneous consideration
of both viscous and nonlinear effects is ,eritrallv required f - - = u. 16)

As an illustrative example '.hich ha some bearing on Re 2
subsequent computations. consider thecase for which theU - Ahich maN be integrated in the form
nonlinearity is dominated by i 2a. ,d!? ,dO.i In this situa-
tion. Eq. ,8; becomes f df = Re fd, (17)J f-- ./ il/2~L d/.

__1 af I -f/ df1
I - = - .91 resulting in

where c - .i - e- a lrg/d./4 Rei. f ± U- 6 tanhi - 6 Re 77/2), (18'

It is of interest to search for steady solutions: in the and
convected frame of reference defined by y1 .i + L'-,. where = 6 :IRe/2lsech:f -6 Re 77/2), 19-

U is a constanti wae con~ection speed. In this coordinate where
system E . 9; becom es , W 4_

6 (U -T-2U . 10':. (201

C ! 1 U -- fj" (1 0 i Note that, since sech is symmetric about r7= 0 with a maxi-- Re

%here the prime denotes differentiation with respect to '. mum value of 1.0, Eq. 0% provides the relationship

Equation 110. may be integrated to provide l,,,, = Re/2, 1211

Cif2: - U.Q -+A,. -- . I and, therefore

Re U= 2( + I + (22,,, /Re)' 21, (221
where C = Scdfi and A,, is an integration constant. Various
"jump-type" phenomena may be exposed by seeking expo- where the first -*- sign corresponds to the one in Eq. 1141,
nential solutions lapproximatelv consistent with the func- whereas the second arises from the two roots to the solution.
tional dependence: .fId= - )2.,1i, shere A, is a con- At this point, either root may be physically reasonable withstant In this case. C may be written re 12 i. aJ2 c.1n the "observed' value dependent on the details of the initial
where I n -ti lase, /4 Re and Eq. 11 -4- be it- conditions and its evolution. However. it is clear that nega-
grated in the form tive-valued initial conditions are incompatible with this soli-

tary wave solution. The 6 = 0 solutions admit negative val-
Re 77 = dl i, 2) ues of !? but require .5-c as 77-0.Note that constant
Re (A, - U + ;5 1 density nonuniformity cases may be accommodated by rede-

to provide the solution fining U to be U + d In ,1/0/4 Re.

1?, - fi Therefore, for certain ranges of Re, arbitrarily small .(?
.- = exp ()., Re ir/I.2 -1,)). (13) values grow nonlinear and form various types of stationary
D - D, (in the convected reference frame) waves, which remain a

It is clear from Eq. (13) that, as r- ± o,-1,f/ exponen- permanent part of the solution.
tially. Therefore, the "jump" in.? across this solitary wave is
D,, - fl, and .. , are related to the parameters of the prob- COMPUTATIONS
lem by 12).O A=t(i0 -, / 2  and , -,-/1a As discussed in 'he previous section, given any 2,. there
be evaluated to provide r U = [C A o l ) - C (.0,)]/'2 E - DO ). exists a Re such that, for sufficiently large r, the!? solution

Therefore, for certain situations, the presence of "shock" or becomes dominantly nonlinear. In lieu of utilizing small val-

"jump-type" solitary wave solutions to Eq. I5) should be ues of!l,, and computing long evolutionary periods, the ap-

anticipated. proach taken here is to expose the unique features of dilata-

In order to assess the fully nonlinear/viscous case, con- tion dynamics by focusing on larger I%,, values with

sider Eq. 5:with the igenerally smalldensity nonuniformit) consequently smaller critical Re and nonlinear evolution

term temporarily set equal to zero. Once again. hypothesiz- times. Therefore, Eq. (5) has been integrated3 for various

ing similarity solutions of the form f = 12 1r71. where Reynolds numbers and initial conditions. assuming a Gaus-

?/=,i - Ur and U is a constant) %ae convection speed. Eq. sian.?, disturbance at a given spatial location The function-
:51 ma% be written al form used, exp - 4j2, reflects a characteristic length

1 1 which equals the width of the initial conditions at the e-
- CF -f f - f. folding amplitude. Analysis indicated that the nonuniform-

The dimensionless velocity, flli, is defined such that ity term Id In ,/di/ 4 Re) is of secondary importance (rela-
df,'di = fi andf- I while all its derivatives (as indicated by tive to the dominant terms, I + flidi( and has, therefore,

3463 J Ap)I Phy$, vol 53, No 5. May 1982 Gustave Hokonson 3483
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FIG. I. The evolution of a Gaussian initial .! disturbance of magnitude A,,.. 1.0 at a Reynolds number, (a) Re , 1.0, (b) Re - 2.0. Ild Re - 3.0.
and (d) Re - 4.0.

been set equal to zero in these calculations. The results of the ed in Figs. 2(a)-2(d). Note that, with increasing amplitude,
integrations illustrate that both bounded and unbounded 2 both nonlinearities in Eq. (5) come into play with increasing
solutions arise. strength. This is evident from the increased amplitude (reda-

The effects of Reynolds number, initial condition am- tive to 4o) and its upwind "tlt." The solution exhibits a
plitude and sign are depicted in Figs. 1-4. For a positive decrease in amplitude with time for initial amplitudes m
initial 2 disturbance of amplitude 1.0, the effect of Reynolds than -10.0. As the amplitude increases, the oonvection
number is depicted in Figs. I(aH- (d). Note that the dilatation speed increases and tilts the solution to the let as the ton-
disturbance wave propagates upwind. Therefore, 1 will dis- dency for a "growth-mode" solution is approached at an
tort the field ahead of its origin and eventually contaminate amplitude of approximateJy 10.0
the entire domain. At Reynolds numbers of approximately When the sign of the initial ondition is changed, the
10.0 or smaller, the initial amplitude diminishes with time effect of the nonlinearities on the solution is sared. As
until an approximately steady profile is attained in the con- shown in Figs. 3(&a-3(d) for an amplitude of - 1.0, inreas-
vected frame of reference at ri_ 3.0. as discussed in the pre- ing the Reynolds number narrows the spatial extnt of the
vious section. For Reynolds numbers greater than 10.0, the disturbance at lge times with a dramatic change in its char-
initial conditions grow with time. acteti shape. Note that the iitially rapid damping ofthe

At a Reynolds number of one, the effect of an moras- initial oomditiom, due to the (now n.ae ) 17 mI do.
ingly positive initial condition was computed and is present. cresa and the disturbance evaitual u ream owair w

3464 J. AWp. Ph".. Vol. 53, No. 5. May 1962 Qusiaw Noblerwen
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FIG. 2. Evolution of a Gautan initial (! disturbince of: (ll magnitude I, - 2.0 at a Reynolds number, Re - 0.0: (b) magnitude A4_ = 3.0 at a

Reynolds number. Re = 1.0. Jc magnitude f2_. 4.0 at a Reynoldi number. Re = 1.0 (d) magntude 5.0 at a Reynolds number, Re - 1.0.

asymptotically. In this case, the effect of a change in the sin section. Finally, the abruptness at the leading edge of the
P I~tf ffld.i is to direct the wave downstream and to eventually wave propagating downstream is significantly different than

kiominate the nonlinearities by modifying the shape accord- the relatively smooth trailing edge waveform.
ng to whether Ad/o& is a source or sink term in the overall

dynamic balance. CONCLUSMION
Finally, for a Reynolds number of 10.0 (above which It has been shown that, when the untampered conserva-

the solution changes only slightly) the effect of increasingly tion equations of mass and momentum are solved in con-
negative initial conditions is presented in Figs. 4(&)-4d). As junction with a steady elliptic pressure field equation, corn-
the initial conditions become more negative several conse- plicated dilatation dynamics arise which significantly alter
quences on the solution are observed. First, although the the computed flowfield characteristics. Depending on the
initial decay of the solution is increasingly effective in damp- Reynolds number, sign and amplitude of the initial condi-
ing the disturbance, its spatial extent is enlarged. In addition, tions, both bounded and unbounded solutions exist for the ,
the charactenstic shape becomes a more nearly fRat profile dilatation evolution. For positive initial conditions, an up-
with relatively abrupt transition to the undisturbed frees- stream-propagating solitary wave solution exist whish may
stream at its leading and trailing edge, remisceat o the contaminate the entire £owfkld. However, its mplitle is a
"jump-type" solitary wave profile discussed in the previius fraction of the dbtufbance initial onodition. For nIgai
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FIG. 3. Evoluton of a Gaussian initial b disturbance of magnitude f,, , = - 1.0 at a Reynolds number, la) Re 1.0, (b) Re , 2.0, (c) Re - 3.0,
and dl Re = 10.0.

initial conditions, the initial disturbance spreads out and establishment of a set of equations which exceeds the num-
forms two "jump-type" transitions connected by a "roof- ber unknowns, albeit not linearly independent. Therefore,
top" profile. Therefore, the Poisson pressure equation is some machinations are required to satisfy all equations si-
compatible with the full conservation relations only within a multaneously, typically via an 0 "correction" term to Eq.
window determined by the parameters which characterize (3). Inasmuch as the "Small 0" deoomposition of Eq. (2)
the dilatation disturbance. Outside of this window, a "small avoids the equation excess problem, it is felt that increasing
15 "formulation utilizing the untampered conservation equa- the accuracy of an 0-oriented approach may be fruitful in
tions is inconsistent with Eq. (3), due primarily to the invali- generating a completely evolutionary pressure formalism for
dation of the arguments which led to the decomposition of nonacoustic as well as acoustic waves. Short of embarkdig
Eq. (21. on an exact variablep computation, the conservation of mas

On-going work involves alternate forms for an evolu- equation suggests the following form for a pressure transport
tionary pressure (transport) equation which complements relation:
Eq. (2). The objective is to alleviate both the steady pressure
equation inconsistency and the need for generating a compu- DP + p/e' - 0. (23)
tationally time consuming {yet approximate) elliptic field so-
lution, thus admitting nonlinear acoustic waves. Along with where t'ma- for iseatroic fGow m a is the loa Ved of
the generation of an elliptic field pressure equation goes the sound. For gas, in this mepfi Ie' - nW, wheras in O-

34 6 J. AP4PI Pts.. Vol 53, No. 5. May 1652 Gmew nHIUS 246
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olds number, Re = 10.0.

thermal (or DT/Dr-.O) flow p0 I/' = pD For nondiffusive framework ofrec, multiequation solutions for 1, the efect
(TandS,) liquid flows e= (dp/p);jr which, in general, isa ofcouplin through -(/4 IRe) 8 in 1/oE is redily examined.
function of the local S, and T, forcing the S, and Tfields to be However, the structure of the solitary waves is not then ana-
computed. In some cases, however, &o/o for a liquid may be lytically acces'ble, due to the form of - (1/4 Re) (Inp)':
approximately a function ofp alone. (11/4 Re I + fAd& ± U), derived from continuity. At Re

Regardless of the particular E' formulation, the cou- of interest this efect is generally small.
pling of Eqs. (23) and (2) forms a candidate evolutionary In addition, the implications of complex 0 dynamics
pressure transport system to mimic the predictions of Eq. (3), [not only in Eqs (4), (5), and (6), but also in Eq. (23) where
while admitting nonlinear acoustic waves, and allows the small D is amplified by e] to problems of physical impor-
conservation of mass equation to be retained in a computa- tanoe, which are traditionally trated within the = 0
tionally effective framework. The unique 0 dynamics indi- framework, is being studied, e.g., in vortex stretching dyna-
rated in Eq. (2) would be similar to those encountered here in mics. Finally, utilization of this technique to approximately
Eq. 151 and, therefore, the present computations serve as a quantify the significance of prusibility/dlfive phe-
model for the beha'ior of Eqs. (2) and (23). An appropriate nomena in weakly noh omeous Lows ia beig iavesti-
form for 'must be validated. However, for modeateD, this gazed. With the iWusion of oslwmh amoetc wavs, the
structure might allow Eq. (3) to be replaced without e' re- effect ot bulk viscosity on he dbitic pbsinam a in I-
flecting the detailed compressibility/diffusive physics. In the nids and nonmomatomic ui must also be oidrme. In
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these cases the dilatational viscosity does not equal - ZU/3. dpu, opu,u,C+

APPENDIX 
a ax,

Continuity: 5x, P9 +- +--.
dxax +xdx 3 dx,

3p d_ = 0pu, Nondimensionalization:

o dt dx, Oi =21.,; r/.0,t ;tfu 1 L (A31

or i-= x/L Re=312,L '/4s; f8~p/p,. A
DiiLip + o fl = o (A )

Dt

where 'G. K. Batchelor. .,n Introduction to Fluid Dynamics lCambndge Urn-
vcrsity. London, 1967. p 147

D d = Ua dU, 'G. B. Whitham, Linar and A'onlinear Waves lWiley, New York.
D .t ax, ax, 1974), p. 33

d x, 'R D Richtmyer and K. W. Morton. Difference Methods for Initial-

Momentum (for a fluid obeying Stokes hypothesis): Value Problems Interwicence. Ne% York. 19671. p. IQ.

0

0
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Note that, for linearized supersonic flow, there are no first-order interactions between

the vorticity, entropy and pressure fluctuations. in hypersonic shear flows the available

turbulent structural data is essentially nil and it is likely that the intrinsic nature of

the vorticity, entropy and pressure fluctuations is more complex than in supersonic flow.

Unfortunately, the interest in and need to predict hypersonic turbulent flows is far out-

pacing our ability to acquire data or develop adequate compact mathematical formula-

tions thereof.

Therefore, in spite of the fact that numerical simulation of turbulent structure in even

low supersonic Mach number shear flows is still an evolving art, an attempt to predict

hypersonic turbulent vorticity, entropy and pressure fluctuation dynamics is indicated

on several bases. First, a general first principle prediction investigation will provide

fundamental new information on the essential flowfield structures/physics which are

unique to this regime. At the same time, such simulations shall serve to guide forthcom-

ing experiments on hypersonic turbulent transport processes. Equally important, however,

is the role which s-ich simulations could play in the formulation of compact mathematical

representations of various fluctuation correlations required in time-averaged flow trans-

port mooels of TAV, NASP and various hypervelocity projectile/missile flowfields. The

pressure of U.S. Air Force interest in such programs will not allow hypersonic turbulent

flow R&D to await the natural evolutionary acquisition of experimental data, develop-

mernt of first-principle prediction of hypersonic vorticity/entropy/pressure fluctuations,

and the eventual construction of compact transport models. Instead, the aforementioned

R&D programs, and others, require the timely execution of a high payoff research pro-

gra- white, attempts to leao-frog some of the traditional steps of evolution. The Phase

I SBIP effort reported upon here was proposed in order to demonstrate the feasibility

of usin Jirect numerical simulations of hypersonic shear flows as a vehicle to assist in

tris leap-frogging ar J thus achieve the aforementioned goals.
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Formulation

The numerical simulations carried out during this Phase I SBIR effort employed the

full time-dependent, viscous and compressible flow Navier-Stokes equations written

in the following vectorized form:
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The gas was assumed to follow the perfect gas law and obey the Newtonian and Fourier

formulations for molecular transport of momentum and heat. Due to time constraints,

no extensive competition amongst the various available numerical schemes in the exis-

ting code was carried out in order to determine the optimum approach for this problem.

As a result, MacCormack's explicit scheme was selected and, on the basis of various

test solutions, the traditional artificial viscosity terms were deleted. An exponential

compression of the grid spacing near the wall allowed the shear flow to be fully resolved.

In the course of evaluating the aforementioned numerics, various geometries were inves-

tigated. Due to the problems which were encountered with planar geometries (of both

finite and infinite span-wise extent) relative to flowfield 'noise', an axisymmetric con-

figuration shown in Figure 1. was specified. A right circular cylinder, whose axis was

aligned with the on-coming flow and around which it could be rotated was chosen, in part,

due to its relevance to various U.S. Air Force research initiatives.

Along -he control volume surfaces which contained the cylinder, sufficient numerical

boundary conditions were specified to obtain a unique solution. At a large radial distance

from the cy;'inder uniform freestream flow was imposed. At the downstream end of the

computational domain, outflow boundary conditions were used to simulate a cylinder of

at least semi-infinite axial extent. with respect to the leading edge', a considerable

number of test cases were studied. Initially, various specific forebodies were employed.

As a result, the fiowfield was dominated by bow shocks and expansion waves, bogging

dc~n the numerical analysis on interesting phenomena which were irrelevant to the

researcn. after several weeks of experimentation, it was decided to abandon the approach

of empioying any forebody at all. It was assumed that the cylinder was, in fact, infinitely

long. However, in the region - (x < 0, the flow was allowed to slip along the

-19-



surface whereas the surface temperature equalled the freestream static temperature.

In this manner a uniform upstream flow entering the computational domain was esta-

blished. In the region 0 < x < 10 Ax, the (axial and azimuthal) velocity slip was

linearly decreased to zero so as to initiate the growth of the boundary layer without the

.or.
very strong leading edge disturbances, otherwise computed at high speeds, that previously

dominated the downstream flow.

Witn this set cf equations, numerical integration scheme, configuration and boundary

conditions, tre flowfield was computed over a range of Mach numbers in order to esta-

blish the feasibility of utilizing direct numerical simulation for computing the essential

turbulent shear flow structures/physics unique to hypersonic flow.

I.-
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Results

Over a range of Mach numbers from 1.4 to 6.3 the aforementioned flowfield was com-

puteo at Reynolds numbers which were known to be unstable and provide significant

viscous interaction, with a wall temperature equal to the freestream static temperature.

At a Mach number of 6.3 numerical instabilities could not be controlled with a time step

of practical size. In addition, for all of the remaining Mach numbers, the low numerical

'noise' resulted in unacceptably long computational times for the small ambient distur-

bances to follov linear instability growth into the non-linear three dimensional regime.

During rhase ii various ambient noise models shall be added to the simulation. Therefore,

all of the numerical simulations presented here are associated with an artificial excita-

tion described earlier in the form of a temporally harmonic normal wall mass transfer,

with periodic suction/blowing and various frequencies relativ 1., the time scales of the

mean flow and viscous layer thickness.

The main body of the simulations in Figures 2-6 & 9-11 pertain to a non-rotating cylin-

der. Two cases including cylinder rotation at a Mach number of 3.0 are presented in

Figures 7 & 8 to demonstrate the capability for including three dimensional mean flow

effects. inasmuch as the cylinder rotation results did not qualitatively affect the princi-

pal discovery of this study, they shall not be referred to further and are left for the

reader to review. With regard to the non-rotating cylnder, the results are presented in

groups for each Mach number and excitation frequency combination, beginning with the

highest Mach number. Within each set of simulations for a given Mach number, the exci-

tation frequencies include one or both of the cases 10- and 101 times the frequency

computed from the local freestream velocity and boundary layer thickness. These are

referred to as low and high frequency, respectively. The cases with an excitation

-21-
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frequency cf 100 times the reference were essentially identical with 10-l Within each

group of results fcr a given Mach number and excitation frequency, the fluctuating

entro y, azimuthal component of vorticity and pressure are presented along with charac-

terizations of the mean flow. Some fifty boundary layer thicknesses downstream of the

excitation, the effect of such disturbances on the flow was 'observed' and is presented

in the various plots.

Although it is true that the bulk of the research time was consumed with structuring

the computations, a sionificant observation has been made. This is most readily seen

by comparing Figures 2a & 2b with 7a & 7b. As the Mach number increases, the entropy

fluctuations exhinit a second distinct boundary layer 'edge' well beyond that established

by the vorticity. At lower Mach numbers the entropy fluctuations radiate much further

into the freestream flow. (.As a part of Phase 11, the full range of high subsonic and tran-

sonic Mach numbers shall also be evaluated to understand the entropy fluctuation field

in the regime where entropy and pressure fluctuations are just beginning to be signifi-

cant.) As a result, Phase I of this SBR program has not only demonstrated the feasibility

of utilizing direct numerical simulations to expose the essential physics of turbulent

structure in hypersonic flow, but has also provided an initial direction for future research

into the possible multiple layer structure of hypersonic TBL fluctuations.

-22-
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Numerical simulations of boundary layer flow from the hypersonic down through tran-

sonic regimes have been carried out utilizing the full time-dependent, viscous and

compressible flow Navier-Stokes equations for a perfect gas. The nominally axial flow-

field over a circular cylinder, with and without rotation about its axis, was computed

utilizino existing numerical techniques coupled with a unique leading edge flow develop-

ment formulation. In order to generate a numerically 'quiet' solution, the (axial and

azimuthal) zero slip boundary conditions were introduced gradually over the first ten

grid points beginning at the leading edge of the cylinder. A linear distribution ranging

from full slip at the first node to zero slip at the tenth node was imposed. The wall

temperature was set equal to the freestream static temperature. In future simulations

with various hot and cold walls the temperature difference shall also be phased in over

the first ten nodes. This procedure allows for the computation of a generic boundary

layer flow which is essentially noise free, without the complications associated with the

specification of a particular forebody.

Due to the low noise level in the flow, growth of natural disturbances into instability

waves with subsequent non-linear three-dimensional breakdown required intolerably long

computational times. In order to meet the Phase I SBIR cost and time constraints, the

boundary layers were, therefore, artificially excited with a temporally harmonic distur- I
bance at the wall several boundary layer diameters upstream of the observation station.

Both periodic suction and blowing as well as heating and cooling were evaluated, with

the former being selected for this study. The peak magnitude of the mass flux was held

constant at 1% cf the freestream whereas the time constant was varied over a range of

values relative to the viscous flow length and velocity scales.

-23-
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By utilizing such artificial excitation, the development of disturbances into the non-

linear regime and the beginnings of essential three-dimensionality could be computed

over a wide ranoe of Mach numbers. For the sake of economy of time and costs the

computations were terminated when any essential characteristic of the disturbance field

was observed at that Mach number so that a wide range of Mach numbers, frequencies

and mean flow conditions could be reported upon.

As a result of these computations, a unique effect of Mach number on flowfield distur-

bances has been observed. When viewed in terms of the vorticity, entropy and pressure

fluctuations, hypersonic flows appear to exhibit a distinct multiple layer structure in

which the vorticity fluctuations are confined to the region established by the mean

vorticity whereas the entropy and pressure fluctuations extend further out into the uni-

form flow yet still terminate relatively near the solid boundary. At lower supersonic

Mach numbers the entropy and pressure fluctuations propagate increasingly far away

from the body and are reminiscent of shadowgraph pictures of waves emanating from

the eoge of a turbulent boundary layer.

In accordance with the objectives of a Phase I SBIR, the feasibility of utilizing direct

numerical simulations to expose the essential physics of turbulent boundary layer struc-

tures at hypersonic speeds has been demonstrated. It is apparent that simulations carried

out in this manner could be invaluable in both the complete description of the unique

vorticity-entropy-pressure field dynamics as well as providing guidance in the formula-

tion of more compact engineering models.

Based on this established feasibility, an exhaustive computational study is indicated in

which longer computational times could be tolerated and natural disturbances followed
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into non-linearity and eventually chaos. it would be particularly advantageous, if the

Phase .' SBIR effort is able to be supported, if the work would be associated with an

effort in which experimental data on hypersonic turbulent flow is being obtained. The

Hokenson Company is under contract to AFATL/MNG, Eglin AFB, FL to carried out

experimental studies on spinning hypersonic projectiles with base bleed flow and optimal

forebody shaping. it is our recommendation that the Phase II work on computing turbu-

lent hypersonic flow boundary layer and wake structures be linked to the geometrical

configuration being studieo therein. in this manner two research programs which are

exclusively computational and experimental, respectively, would benefit from the associ-

etion with one another and the achievements of two Air Force research interests would

be sign.7ficantly enhanced.
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Supplemental Information

The professional personnel involved with the work were Dr. Gustave 3. Hokenson and

Mr. Richard D. Crouse, who holds an MS in Aerospace Engineering from Stanford

University.

Contingent uPon obtaining Phase I! SBI.R support, The Hokenson Company intends to

present several papers related to this work at the First National Fluid Dynamics

Congress with subsequent journal publication.

Results of this effort have also been invaluable in supporting an SBIR program being

carried out by The Hokenson Company for AFATL/MNG, Eglin AFB. In that work, drag

reduction on 20-mm hypersoric projectiles is being studied experimentally through appli-

cation of base bleed and optimal foreoody shaping. Advances in the understanding of

turbulent transport processes derived from the AFCSR Phase I SBIR work reported upon

here significantly impacts the design of an effective experimental program. In addition,

the experimental data from such a study would significantly enhance the ability to vali-

date the numerical simulations scheduled to be carried out during the AFOSR Phase II

SBIR effort.
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